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Chapter Two PICTURES IN MIND



The eye is not a camera that forms and delivers an image, nor is the retina simply a keyboard that can be struck by fingers of light. J. J. Gibson Vision is a palpation with the look. M. Merleau-Ponty



2.1 The snapshot conception When we try to understand the nature of sensory perception, we tend to think in terms of vision, and when we think of vision, we tend to suppose that the eye is like a camera and that vision is a quasi-photographic process. To see, we suppose, is to undergo snapshot-like experiences of the scene before us. You open your eyes and you are given experiences which represent the scene — picture-like — in sharp focus and uniform detail from the center out to the periphery. This snapshot conception of visual experience is neatly captured by Mach’s famous drawing of the visual field (Mach 1886/1959). Mach’s drawing, given here, is not meant to be a picture of the room, or even a picture of the room as
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seen from a particular point of view (reclining on a divan, with right eye shut, fixating a point straight ahead). Rather, it is meant to be a depiction of what the seeing of the room is like, a treatment of the visual experience itself. Mach’s drawing represents visual experience as sharply focused, uniformly detailed, and high-resolution. The visible world is represented in consciousness in full detail.1



[Figure 2.1 about here]



Something like the snapshot conception provides the starting point for much empirical work on vision. The basic problem that vision science faces (at least as it has been conceived over the last century and a half) is that of explaining how it is that we can enjoy this sort of richly detailed, high-resolution visual experience, when our actual perceptual contact with the world, in the form of the stimulation of the retina, is so limited. The psychologist Richard Gregory puts the problem thus: “We are given tiny distorted upside-down images in the eye, and we see solid objects in surrounding space. From patterns of stimulation on the retinas we perceive the world of objects, and this is nothing short of a miracle” (Gregory
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1966/1997: 9). The fundamental problem for visual science has been to understand how the brain performs this miracle. Or perhaps we should say, it has been to understand how it can be it isn’t really a miracle at all. The challenge is even greater than Gregory indicates. There is an enormous discrepancy between the character of the input to vision — Gregory’s tiny, distorted, upsidedown retinal images — and the experience of the highresolution colorful world that we know in experience. The fundamental problem for visual theory is to understand how the brain makes up for this discrepancy. As an example, consider the fact that the eye is in nearly constant motion, saccading two or three times a second. Because of this, the retinal image is in nearly constant motion relative to the eye. How is it then that we perceive the world as generally stable? The problem is quite thorny. Consider that when you track a moving object with your eyes, the image of the object itself is relatively stable on the eye; after all, the eye moves with the object. The background against which the object is perceived as moving, in contrast, which is perceived as still, literally races across the eye. Somehow, it would seem, the brain must distinguish between the movement of the retinal image, on the one hand, and the movement of
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things in the world, on the other.2 According to what we can think of as the orthodox approach to visual perception, the brain must then construct a representation of what is seen that compensates for movements of the retinal image itself.3 This is striking example of the way visual theory seeks to make up for a discrepancy between the character of the retinal image and the content of perceptual experience; somehow the brain must bridge the gap. There are numerous other respects in which the retinal picture can be thought of as distorted or defective. Blood vessels and nerve fibers are positioned in front of the receptors on the retina. These obstructions block and refract incoming light and they cast shadows. In addition, the eye’s resolving power is nonuniform. Rods and cones are not evenly distributed across the surface of the retina. Outside the high-resolution central (foveal) region, there are increasingly few cones. As a result of this, the eye is nearly color-blind in its parafoveal region. Despite these “defects,” we do not experience the world, so to speak, as black-and-white at the edges. But shouldn’t we? The orthodox proposal is that the brain produces an improved representation in which these limitations of the retinal image have been corrected. Our experience is as of a uniformly colorful world in Machian detail because the
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representation that actually forms the substrate of our experience represents the world in high-resolution color, unlike the retinal image on the basis of which it is constructed. The idea that vision is a process of correcting for imperfections in the retinal image is beautifully illustrated by a consideration of the so-called optic disk. In each retina there is a small region where there are no photoreceptors. This is where axons from retinal ganglion cells come together to form the optic nerve. As a result of this “blind spot” there is, in some sense, a gap or discontinuity in the retinal image. There is, of course, no corresponding gap or discontinuity in our visual experience. How does the brain make up for this discrepancy between what is given to us in the retinal image, and what is experienced? To some extent we can explain our failure to notice a gap by appeal to the fact that what falls on the blind spot of one eye does not fall on the blind spot of the other eye, and by the fact that the eyes are in nearly constant motion so that what falls on the blind spot now may not a moment later. However we do not experience a hole in the visual field even when we use only one eye. How is this to be explained?
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Many scientists conclude that the brain fills in the gap in the internal representation of the scene. How else can we explain the fact that, as vision scientist Stephen Palmer writes, “we fail to experience any sensory gap at the blind spot”(1999: 617)? Palmer goes on to state that we know that the sensory gap is filled in thanks to the results of demonstrations such as that given in Figure 2.2. Shut your right eye and fixate the cross with your left eye. Adjust the distance of the book from your eye. At one point (when the page is about 8 to 12 inches from your face) the gap in the line on the right falls within the blind spot. What do we experience when that happens? When the gap falls on the blind spot, it looks as if the line is solid. The gap is literally filled in in our experience. As Palmer writes, “The line on the retina actually has a gap in it at the blind spot, but we experience it as complete and uninterrupted when the gap falls within the blind spot. The important point is that what we experience visually conforms not to the firing of retinal receptors, but to some higher level of neural activity” (1999: 617). Neural processes of filling-in in a higher-level neural representation are what bridge the gap between low-level retinal input and experience.
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[Figure 2.2 about here]



Orthodox visual theory in this way frames its central problem as that of constructing an internal representation sufficient to support our detailed, high-resolution, gapfree, snapshop-like (Machian) visual experiences of the world despite the imperfections and limitations of the retinal image itself. The theory of vision, according to this orthodox standpoint, is the theory of the ways the brain corrects for and overcomes these limitations.



2.2 Fallacies pictorial and homuncular The snapshot conception is an idea about the phenomenology of visual experience, about what seeing is like. Seeing the world, so the conception would have it, is like having detailed pictures of the world in mind. Visual experiences represent the world the way pictures do, in sharp focus and uniform detail. My main aim in this chapter is to explore, and reject, this way of thinking about the character of experience. But first let’s consider two further, related ideas about the pictorial character of seeing. First, there is the idea that the basis (the input) for vision is a picture, the retinal picture. In this vein, David Marr
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wrote that vision “is the process of discovering from images what is present in the world, and where it is” (Marr 1982: 3, my italics). Presumably the images he had in mind were those projected onto the retina. Seeing depends on retinal pictures. Second, there is the idea we have just considered (in the previous section) that vision is a process whereby the brain, starting from the retinal picture, produces a better, more detailed neural picture or representation. This is nicely illustrated by the example of filling in at the blind spot. To explain the fact that we do not experience a gap in the visual field, it is supposed that the brain fills in the discontinuity in the retinal image; it produces a gap-free picture which can then serve as the internal substrate of our gap-free experience of the world.4 These further ideas about the role of pictures in vision are strictly independent of the snapshot conception. One might hold that vision relied on pictures in these ways even if the content of perceptual experience were not picture-like. And one could hold to the snapshot conception without believing that the causal mechanisms underlying visual experience requires pictures in just the way the orthodox conception seems to suppose. (This is an important point to which we’ll return.) Nevertheless, these three
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general ideas about the pictorial character of vision — that vision starts with retinal pictures which are transformed into better internal pictures which give rise to experiences with picture-like content — are related as the members of a family are related. They have grown up together and they are mutually supporting. As we have noticed, the central problem orthodox visual theory faces is that of explaining how we can have the sort of picturelike experience the snapshot conception says we enjoy when the content of the retinal picture falls so far short of the content of our experience. It is perhaps a natural further step to suppose that our experience is picture-like because we experience what is represented by a picture in the head, a picture that is constructed from the startingpoint of the retinal picture. The idea that vision is, in these ways, a pictorial process has ancient roots. Leonardo da Vinci compared the eye to a pin-hole camera (a camera obscura).5 Kepler later demonstrated that the eye’s optics are such that light striking the eye is refracted by the cornea and brought to a focus so as to produce an actual picture on the retina. In this way he showed that the eye is very literally a device for making pictures. Kepler wrote: “Thus vision is brought about by a picture of the thing seen being formed
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on the concave surface of the retina…the greater the acuity of vision of a given person, the finer will be the picture formed in his eye” (Wade 1998: 9; Crombie 1964: 150). A few years later, Scheiner (1630) showed how it is possible actually to see the retinal picture in an excised animal’s eye (Wade 1998: 26).6 The basic idea has been illustrated by Descartes (Figure 2.3).



[Figure 2.3 about here]



A brief sketch of some of the background history of debates in this area is telling.7 The pictorial approach has not always seemed so natural. Euclid and Ptolemy had endorsed Plato’s idea that when we see visual rays shoot forth from the eye and so bring us into contact with objects (Timaeus: 45b-d).8 This extromissionist theory of vision laid the groundwork for mathematical optics;9 in practice the visual rays could be treated as geometrical lines; by their means it is possible to model the geometry of our visual relation to the environment. Aristotle rejected this Platonic extromissionism in favor of an intromissionist view. But his theory was no more pictorial than Euclid and Ptolemy’s. Seeing, according to Aristotle, is a process whereby the form of an object
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but not its matter enters into the eye.10 This makes intuitive sense: the roundness of the object, say, but not the object itself enters into the eye and so affects our “common sense”. But Aristotle’s intromissionism has shortcomings from which the Platonic view did not suffer. As Al-Kindi argued in the 8th Century, Aristotle’s transmission-of-forms view fails to do justice to perspective in visual experience.11 The form of the plate may be round. But surely when you see a plate from an angle, it does not look round, but rather elliptical. Since seeing the plate from whatever angle is, according to Aristotle, the act of receiving its one and only form (without the matter), the plate ought, if this theory is right, look the same from any vantage point. Of course it does not. The 10th century Arab theorist Alhazen (Ibn Haythem) sought to combine the Aristotelian idea that we see thanks to forms entering the eye with the Platonic mathematical theory of rays.12 Aware of Al-Kindi’s criticism of Aristotle, Alhazen provided a geometrical reinterpretation of Aristotle’s transmission of forms. Alhazen gives content to the Aristotelian theory that sight involves the receiving of forms of objects, by treating the forms that are transmitted as images in the mathematical (but not in
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the pictorial) sense.13 In this way Alhazen reinterprets the Aristotelian idea of form in a way that makes it amenable to geometrical analysis. He does so in a way that handles Al-kindi’s criticism of the transmission of forms view. The form of a plate seen at an angle, on this view, is different from that of a plate seen from straight on.14 Enter Kepler: Kepler’s contribution was, in effect, to refine Alhazen’s theory against the background of a better understanding of the anatomy and optics of the eye.15 Kepler showed that the rays of light entering the eye are brought to a focus on the back of the eye in such a way as to give rise not merely to an image in the mathematical sense, but to a genuinely pictorial image. The eye functions as a true picture-making machine. Aristotle’s forms become actual pictures on the eye. Descartes’ illustration (Figure 2.3 above) serves as an adequate representation of Kepler’s theory of the retinal image.16 It is to Kepler, then, that we owe the idea that we see thanks to the existence of pictures in the eye. In so far as this idea has driven the modern study of vision, Kepler deserves to be thought of as the founder of the modern theory of vision. But it is striking that Kepler’s view is really the culmination of a medieval debate, rather
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than the start of a whole new way of thinking about the nature of vision. The theory of the retinal picture gives rise to puzzles of its own. First, there is the problem of the inverted image. How is it that we see the world upright, when the retinal image is upside down? Second, there is the problem of “cyclopean” vision. There are two retinal images, each slightly different from the other. How is it that we enjoy a single, unified visual experience of the world? Theorists today are still moved by these two puzzles, even though very few of them would admit it. Gregory, for example, in the passage cited above, calls attention to the fact that the two images in the eyes are upside-down; he does this precisely in order to explain what I have called the fundamental problem of vision. Pinker, in a recent survey of visual theory (1997: 218), writes that “Many kinds of animals have two eyes, and whenever they aim forward, so that their fields overlap (rather than aiming outward for a panoramic view) natural selection must have faced the problem of combining their pictures into a unified image that the rest of the brain can use”. Kepler “tortured himself” trying to solve the problem of the inverted image.17 Because projective geometry
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dictates that the image is inverted when it enters the eye, Kepler explored whether the image is reinverted before landing on the retina. Leondardo also seems to have supposed that there is need of a reinversion. This supposition is captured in his Figure 2.4.18



[Figure 2.4 about here]



In the end Kepler seems to have settled on the idea that the resolution of this problem lies outside the sphere of optics, which is concerned primarily with geometrical laws. He writes: I say that vision occurs when the image of the whole hemisphere of the world that is before the eye…is fixed on the reddish white concave surface of the retina. How the image or picture is composed by the visual spirits that reside in the retina and the [optic] nerve, and whether it is made to appear before the soul or the tribunal of the visual faculty by a spirit within the hollows of the brain, or whether the visual faculty, like a magistrate sent by the soul, goes forth from the administrative chamber of the brain into the optic nerve and the retina to meet this image, as though descending to a lower court — [all]
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this I leave to be disputed by the physicists. For the armament of the opticians does not take them beyond this first opaque wall encountered within the eye. (Kepler 147-148, quoted in Lindberg 1976: 203) The first thinker to find a clear path through this thicket of puzzles about the retinal image was Descartes. He believed that the problem of the inverted retinal image is an artifact of dubious assumptions and is, in this sense, a pseudoproblem. He argued that it is not as a picture that the retinal image figures in a causal, mechanical account of vision. It “is necessary to beware of assuming,” he wrote, “that in order to sense, the mind needs to perceive certain images transmitted by the objects to the brain, as our philosophers commonly suppose” (Descartes 1637/1965: 89). It is rather only in so far as the picture is composed of movements, which it transmits along the nerves to the brain, that the retinal images are necessary for vision. He wrote (Descartes 1637/1965: 101): Now although this picture, in being so transmitted into our head, always retains some resemblance to the objects from which it proceeds, nevertheless, as I have already shown, we must not hold that it is by means of this resemblance that the picture causes us to perceive the objects, as if there were yet other
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eyes in our brain with which we could apprehend it; but rather, that it is the movements of which the picture is composed which, acting immediately on our mind inasmuch as it is united to our body, are so established by nature as to make it have such perceptions. In these passages Descartes spells out what has since come to be known as the homunculus fallacy, or the fallacy of the little man in the head (Kenny 1971/1994; Dennett 1978/1981; Searle 1992; Bennett and Hacker 2001). It is incoherent to suppose that we see an object thanks to the resemblance between a picture in the eye and the object, for that presupposes that there is, as it were, someone inside the head who perceives the resemblance. This would lead to a regress, as there is no less difficulty explaining how the interior observer can see the interior picture. The source of the fallacy of the little man in the head, is the idea that the retinal picture functions as a picture, as something perceived. If the retinal image does not function as a picture in producing vision, then it must function in some other way. Descartes proposes a causal, mechanical model; the retinal image is a pattern of stimulation and it is this stimulation that performs a vital causal role in giving
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rise to visual experience. The details of his positive account lie outside our present concerns.19 The important point is that Descartes gave up the idea that the retinal image is perceived or experienced as a picture, and so, for him, in contrast with Kepler and Leonardo, the problem of the retinal image ceases to be a problem. For once we give up the idea that the retinal image plays a role in vision as a picture (that is, as a visible depiction of something else), we lose any reason for thinking that the orientation of the retinal image is even relevant to the perceived spatial orientation of what we see. Viewed merely as an element in the causal process thanks to which the visual experience is produced, there is simply no sense to the idea that it is even upside-down. Upside-down relative to what? Exactly similar points go for the problem of cyclopean vision. The existence of two retinal images only creates a problem for a unified visual experience if we suppose that we see by, as it were, perceiving the two interior pictures. Once we realize that qua pictures, the two retinal pictures are not necessary for vision, we can appreciate that there is no need to compensate for or somehow explain away the fact that there are two of them. There is no more reason to think that two retinal images
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should give rise to double images, than there is to think that two hands should give rise to double images. Descartes writes (referring to letters in Figure 2.6): So that you must not be surprised that the objects can be seen in their true position, even though the picture they imprint upon the eye is inverted: for this is just like our blind man’s being able to sense the object B, which is to his right, by means of his left hand, and the object D, which is to his left, by means of his right hand at one and the same time. And just as this blind man does not judge that a body is double, although he touches it with two hands, so likewise when both our eyes are disposed in the manner which is required in order to carry our attention toward one and the same location, they need only cause us to see a single object there, even though a picture of it is formed in each of our eyes. (Descartes 1637/1965: 105)



[Figure 2.5 about here]



Descartes’ basic insight is that we cannot explain the ability to see by positing mental pictures. If the retinal image plays a causal role in vision — something to be
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established empirically — its performance of this role cannot be due to its pictorial qualities.20 No contemporary theorist believes that we see by seeing internal pictures. Nevertheless, what we have called the fundamental problem for visual theory — namely, the problem of explaining how we see what we do given the imperfections of the retinal image — has basically the same shape as these antique puzzles. Consider filling-in at the blind spot again. We noted above that it is commonplace to infer the existence of a filling-in process from the fact that we do not notice a gap in the visual field. This filling-in reasoning is analogous to the inference to the existence of a process whereby the retinal image is reinverted, from the fact that we experience the visual world right-side up, or to the existence of a process of integration of the two retinal images, from the bare fact that we do not experience two visual fields. That is to say, the quick inference to the existence of a process of filling in is fallacious; it commits the homunculus fallacy. Dennett (1991) has insisted that we are not entitled to infer that there is neural filling-in of an internal representation from the fact that we notice no gap in the visual field (that the line appears unbroken). For this
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neglects the possibility that the brain may simply ignore the absence of information corresponding to the blind spot. If the brain ignores the absence of such information — and so produces no internal representation of the absence of the information — then there is literally nothing for the brain to fill in. Perhaps, Dennett proposes, when you examine a wall of a uniform color, the brain does not produce a representation which is spatially isomorphic to the whole wall. Perhaps it simply records the fact that (or the guess that) the wall is all red (say), ignoring the fact that it receives no information about the color of the wall in the region corresponding to the blind spot. This would produce the same effect as a filling-in process — we would experience no gap in the visual field — but without the existence of a process of filling in. Of course this may not be what happens. To find out whether there is filling in we must engage in empirical study of the brain basis of consciousness (Pessoa, Thompson & Noë 1998). But Dennett is right that, in the absence of direct evidence of a process of filling in, we are not entitled to infer that there is any such process. It is striking that many visual scientists — e.g. Palmer as cited above — seem to think that to establish the reality of filling in it is sufficient merely to observe that we
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experience the visual field as gap free, or the line as unbroken. To prove the existence of filling in what is needed is direct evidence of the occurrence of a neural process of filling in. To assume filling in occurs in the absence of this evidence is just to commit the homunculus fallacy.21 Proposals to explain visual stability despite eye movement are also guilty of committing the homunculus fallacy. Most proposals to explain visual stability share the following assumption (as noticed by Bridgeman, van der Hejiden, and Velichkovsky 1994): a saccadic eye movement produces a change in the location within the brain of the brain’s representation of an object. Given this, it is natural for theorists to posit a



special mechanisms of



compensation to eliminate such changes in position to guarantee stability. Bridgeman et al. (1994) question this move. The representation of an object’s position in the world should not be confused with the position (within the brain) of that representation. The position in a topographically organized brain map need not be the code for object position in the environment. Analogously, movement in the world need not be represented by “movement” in such maps. As Bridgeman and colleagues put the point: “The idea that there is a movement perception problem when
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the eyes saccade arises from thinking about what happens during a saccade, and from confusing the position of representing an object in the brain with the position of the object that is represented in the world” (Bridgeman et al. 1994). Once this problematic pattern of reasoning is noticed, however, we can appreciate that there is no better reason to suppose that retinotopic movement represents real movement than there would be to suppose that the orientation of the retinal image encodes the orientation of objects in the environment, or that the number of retinal images (two) encodes the number of objects perceived. The upshot of this line of thought is that it was a mistake to believe that there had to be an active mechanism to compensate for retinal displacement. Once this is realized, others kinds of account can be sought.22 Dennett has claimed that talk of filling-in in cognitive science is a dead giveaway of vestigial “Cartesian materialism”. What he has in mind is that talk of filling in seems to rely on the idea that there is a place in the brain — the Cartesian theater — where consciousness happens. The idea can be explained with reference to filling in at the blind spot again. If the brain has already determined that, say, the bar is unbroken, then for whose benefit does it perform the act of
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filling in? The assumption would seem to be implicit that the now filled-in content must be presented to consciousness in the Cartesian theater in order for us to have the experience as of an unbroken line. The purpose of this section has been to reveal the extent to which our thinking about perception, like that of Leonardo and Kepler, is tied to a problematic conception of the need for pictures in the head, what theorists today might describe as internal neural structures that are spatially or topographically isomorphic to that which they represent. This conception is strictly independent of the snapshot conception. Nevertheless, it is clear that if we were to give up the snapshot conception, we would find it easier to find our way clear to giving up the need for pictures in the head to underwrite our experiences.



2.3 Is visual experience Machian? Let us now ask, is it really the case that our experience represents the world in sharp focus, uniform detail and brilliant color, from the center out to the periphery of the visual field, as Mach’s picture would have it? If it isn’t, then vision science has been barking up the wrong tree when it seeks to explain how, on the basis of the relatively information-poor patterns of light striking the
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retina, we are able to enjoy colorful, detailed, highresolution, picture-like visual experiences. It’s pretty easy to demonstrate that the snapshot conception is wrongheaded. Fix your gaze on a point straight ahead. Have a friend wave a brightly colored piece of paper off to the side. You’ll immediately notice that something is moving in the periphery of your visual field, but you won’t be able to tell what color it is. Ask your friend to move the paper closer to the center of the visual field. You won’t be sure what color the paper is until it has been moved to within twenty to thirty degrees from the center.23 This proves that we don’t experience the periphery of our visual field in anything like the clarity, detail, or focus with which we can take in what we are directly looking at. It’s tempting to say that outside that central region, we don’t actually perceive colors! Or consider the page you are now reading. Stare at a word or phrase. Without moving your eyes, how many other words can you distinctly make out? If you attend carefully, you’ll notice that you can make out very few of the other words, even directly above or below the fixated word. There’s a substantial experimental literature on reading and eye movements. In one well-known study, an eye-tracking device is driven by a computer in such a way as to change
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the stimulus as the eye moves. Readers have the experience of reading a normal page of text when in fact they are experiencing a ‘moving window of text’ along the following lines (taken from Grimes 1996: 94; note: the underlined letter indicates the fixation point):



XXXX XXX XXXX thundered XXXX XXX XXX XX X XXX XXXX XXX XXXX XXXXXXXed into the sky XX X XXX



Experiments such as this one have led some thinkers (e.g. O’Regan (1992) and Blackmore (1995))to propose that the impression we have of the presence and richness of the visual world is an illusion.24 We have the impression that the world is represented in full-detail in consciousness because, wherever we look, we encounter detail. All the detail is present, but it is only present virtually, e.g. in the way that a web site’s content is present to you on your desktop (Minsky 1985; Dennett 1991; Rensink 2000). It is as if all the content at the remote server is present on your local machine, even though it isn’t really. The thought was first articulated by Minsky, who wrote: “We have the sense of actuality when every question asked of our visual systems is answered so swiftly that it seems as though those answers were already there” (1985: 257).
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The idea that visual awareness of detail is a kind of virtual awareness is consequential. (It will play an important role later on in Chapters Four and Seven of this book.) It is tantamount to the rejection of the orthodoxy that vision is the process whereby a rich internal representation of experienced detail is built up. If experiences are not Machian — as these considerations would seem to demonstrate — then efforts to explain how the brain can give rise to the sort of detailed internal representations needed to subserve such experiences are misdirected. To experience detail virtually, you don’t need to have all the detail in your head. All you need is quick and easy access to the relevant detail when you need it. Just as you don’t need to download, say, the entire NY Times, to be able to read it on your desktop, so you don’t need to construct a representation of all the detail of the scene in front of you to have a sense of its detailed presence. Virtual representation has both advantages and disadvantages. In the internet case, the disadvantages are clear: you are beholden to the network; if it goes down, you’ve got none of the resources at hand. But the advantages are also clear: given that you are networked, it’s cheaper and simpler to make use of what is already
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available on the remote site. There’s no need to go through the expense of reduplicating that information on one’s own hard drive. Moreover, you can let the server managers bear the costs of updating content. Whenever you log on the to nytimes.com, you can read the latest news. The advantages of virtual representation in vision are comparable. There’s no need to build up a detailed internal model of the world. The world is right there and can serve as “its own best model” (Brooks 1991). O’Regan (1992) makes the same point when he proposes that the world can serve as an “outside memory;” there’s no need to re-present the world on one’s own internal memory drive. Offloading internal processing on the world simplifies our cognitive lives, makes good engineering and evolutionary sense. But there are disadvantages too. Just as in the internet case, we are beholden to the network, so in this case we are beholden to our continued access to the visual world, an access that depends on the detailed nature of our bodies and the way we are environmentally situated. We don’t have the detailed world in consciousness all at once. Our contact with that world is just that much more tenuous. This tenuousness is illustrated by change blindness, a psychological phenomenon discovered in the course of trying
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to establish that vision does not depend on internal representations. To set the stage, suppose I say to you as you tuck into your lunch: “Hey? Isn’t that Mick Jagger over there?” You turn around to look. When you do, I snatch one of your french fries. When you turn back, you’re none the wiser. You don’t remember the exact number or layout of fries on your plate and you weren’t paying attention when the fry was snatched. It’s not news to be told in this way that we are difference blind, as Dretske has put it (forthcoming). We’re blind to the difference between, for example, the look of the plate of fries before and after the theft. A standard children’s puzzle is to study two pictures to see if you can discover the difference between them. The settled upshot of change blindness research conducted by O’Regan, Rensink, Simons and Levin, and others,25 is that this sort of failure to notice change in the french fry case is a pervasive feature of our visual lives. We are not merely difference blind, we are frequently change blind, that is, blind to changes even when they occur directly in front of us in full view. Usually, when changes occur before us, we notice them, because our attention is grabbed by the flickers of
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movement associated with the change (as we immediately noticed the moving piece of colored paper in our the periphery of our visual field). This is explained by properties of retinal cells in the parafoveal region of the retina. But if we are prevented from noticing the flicker of movement when the change occurs, say because at the same time flickers occur elsewhere, we may fail to notice the change (O’Regan, Rensink & Clark 1996, 1999). We will frequently fail to notice changes even when the changes are fully open to view. Even when we are looking right at the change when it occurs, something we can test with eye trackers, we may fail to see the change (O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink 2000). In one noteworthy recent demonstration, due to Kevin O’Regan, you are shown a photograph of a Paris street scene. Over the seconds that you look at the picture, the color of a car prominently displayed in the foreground changes from red to blue. Perceivers overwhelmingly fail to notice this change in color, even though the change is dramatic and occurs over a short period of time. When the color change is pointed out, perceivers laugh aloud and express astonishment that they could have failed to miss the change. It is sometimes said that change blindness shows that there are no detailed internal representations. It does not
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show this. Change blindness is compatible with the existence of detailed internally stored information about what is present to vision. Indeed, a number of recent studies demonstrate that subjects, when questioned appropriately, reveal a good deal of information about features in a scene whose variation they had failed to notice. For example, in one study a person is asked for directions by a young woman in athletic dress holding a basketball; subjects tend not to notice that at some moment when there is a distraction, the basketball is replaced with a volleyball. Although subjects failed to notice the switch, they were more likely, when questioned later, to give accurate “guesses” about (say) whether when first approached the woman was holding one kind of ball rather than then other.26 Change blindness is evidence, then, that the representations needed to subserve vision could be virtual. Change blindness shows that we don’t make use of detailed internal models of the scene (even if it doesn’t show that there are no detailed internal representations). In normal perception it seems that we don’t have online access to detailed internal representations of the scene. Change blindness has other important implications. One of these is that vision is, to some substantial degree,
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attention-dependent (e.g. Rensink, O’Regan and Clark 1997). If a change takes place when attention is directed elsewhere, the change will tend to go unnoticed. In general, you only see that to which you attend. If something occurs outside the scope of attention, even if it’s perfectly visible (i.e. unobstructed, central, large), you won’t see it. A striking example comes from the literature on the related phenomenon of inattentional blindness.27 In a now famous study, perceivers are asked to watch a video tape of a basketball game and they are asked to count the number of times one team takes possession of the ball (Neisser 1976; Simons & Chabris 1999). During the film clip (see Figure 2.7), which lasts a few minutes, a person in a gorilla suit strolls onto the center of the field of play, turns and faces the audience and does a little jig. The gorilla then slowly walks off the court. The remarkable fact is that perceivers (including this author) do not notice the gorilla.



[Figure 2.6 about here.]



A second apparent implication of the change blindness/inattentional blindness work is more philosophical. It has been hinted at already. Change
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blindness and inattentional blindness would seem to show that we are victims of an illusion about the character of our own experience. It seems to us as if we enjoy a visual impression of the environment in sharp focus and detail. But we do not! The experience of detail is an illusion. Traditional philosophical skepticism about perception questions whether we can know, on the basis of experience, that things are the way we experience them as being. Change blindness suggests a new sort of skepticism about experience. This new skepticism calls into question whether we even really know how things perceptually seem to us. Perceptual consciousness, according to this new skepticism, is a kind of false consciousness. In this vein, O’Regan (1992: 484) writes: despite the poor quality of the visual apparatus, we have the subjective impression of great richness and ‘presence’ of the visual world. But this richness and presence are actually an illusion…28 A similar thought is expressed by Susan Blackmore and her colleagues (1995, p. 1075). They write: we believe that we see a complete, dynamic picture of a stable, uniformly detailed, and colourful world," but "[o]ur stable visual world may be constructed out of a brief retinal image and a very sketchy, higher-
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level representation along with a pop-out mechanism to redirect attention. The richness of our visual world is, to this extent, an illusion. The thinker who has done most to articulate the new skepticism and give it punch is Daniel Dennett (and he did so before the discovery of change blindness, indeed, he actually predicted change blindness; see 1991: 467-468).29 Edelman had written, “One of the most striking things about consciousness is its continuity” (1989, p. 119). Dennett writes in response: This is utterly wrong. One of the most striking features about consciousness is its discontinuity — as revealed in the blind spot, and saccadic gaps, to take the simplest examples. The discontinuity of consciousness is striking because of the apparent continuity of consciousness (1991, 356). This remark makes very clear that the worry is about the nature of experience or consciousness itself. Dennett’s claim is that we are misled as to the true nature of consciousness. Consciousness is really discontinuous. It appears to us to be continuous. A paradoxical way to put the point would be: it turns out that we are mistaken in our assessment of how things seem to us be. This is a
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skeptical proposal more radical than anything Descartes have found intelligible! We can get a handle on Dennett’s skeptical reasoning in connection with his discussion of filling in at the blind spot. As noted above, Dennett thinks talk of filling in tells of a bad philosophical theory of consciousness. Arguments for filling in are frequently not grounded on evidence of a process of neural filling-in itself, but are rather driven by philosophical dogma about what must happen to give rise to experience as we know it. If, as a matter of empirical fact, there is no filling in, then it follows that we are deluded as to the character of our visual experience. It seems as if there’s no gap in visual experience, even when one fixates a uniformly colored surface with one eye. But given that the brain doesn’t fill in, it follows that there is a gap in our experience of the wall, a gap we simply fail to recognize. This is an example of the apparent continuity of what is in fact a genuinely discontinuous phenomenon. We’re the victims of an illusion of consciousness. Dennett offers a second example, the visual experience of wallpaper with a repeating pattern. Suppose you are looking at wallpaper which is covered with a repeating photographic image of Marilyn Monroe’s face. When you enter
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the room, it looks to you as if you see that the wall is covered with Marilyns. But you certainly don’t fixate each of them in series; owing the limitations of foveal and parafoveal vision, you don’t take them all in all at once. You can’t make out the Marilyns in the periphery of your visual field in sufficient detail. One way to explain our impression of all the Marilyns — this is the filling-in proposal — is that the brain builds up (that is, fills in) a representation of each of the Marilyns, as it were across an internal panoramic screen. An alternative — the antifilling-in proposal Dennett favors — is that the brain detects a few Marilyns and then “jumps to the conclusion” that the rest are Marilyns too. If this is in fact what happens, then the brain does not produce a representation sufficient to give rise to the experience of hundreds of Marilyns. Your impression that you see hundreds of them is an illusion! Note: there’s no perceptual illusion; you correctly judge that there are hundreds of Marilyns. The illusion is an illusion of consciousness: you don’t really experience them all, even though you think you do. As philosophers would say, you don’t really have an experience as of hundreds of Marilyns. Dennett writes: Having identified a single Marilyn, and having received no information to the effect that the other
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blobs are not Marilyns, it [the brain] jumps to the conclusion that the rest are Marilyns, and labels the whole region “more Marilyns” without any further rendering of Marilyns at all. Of course it does not seem that way to you. It seems to you as if you are actually seeing hundreds of identical Marilyns. It seems to you as if you are actually experiencing hundreds of Marilyns when, in fact, you are not. The absence of an internal representation of all the Marilyns means that you lack the internal substrate necessary for the having of that experience. Your perceptual experience of the Marilyns is a confabulation.



2.4 Is the visual world a grand illusion? Are we radically misguided as to the character of our own conscious experience, as Dennett and others have argued? Do the arguments of the new skeptic, based on considerations about change blindness and the blind spot, go through? I think not.30 Let’s consider the case of the blind spot first. It is certainly right that you don’t notice a gap in the visual field corresponding to the blind spot, even under monocular viewing conditions. In general, if you shut one eye and stare at the wall with the other, you have a visual
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experience as of a gap-free expanse of the wall. That is, it looks to you as if there is an unbroken expanse of wall. But this is not to say that it seems to you as if, as it were in a single fixation, you experience the whole of the wall’s surface. If you reflect on what it is like for you to look at the wall, you will notice that it seems to you as if the whole wall is there, at once, but not as if every part of the wall’s surface is represented in your consciousness at once. Rather, you experience the wall as present, and you experience yourself as having access to the wall, by looking here, or there, attending here, or there. It is no part of ordinary phenomenology that we experience the whole wall, every bit of it, in consciousness, all at once.31 We can make the same sort of point in connection with the Marilyn wallpaper example. “It seems to you as if you are actually seeing hundreds of identical Marilyns” (Dennett 1991). This is right, on one construal, but it’s wrong on another. It’s wrong if is meant to suggest that it seems to you, now, while you are attentively fixing your gaze at a point on the wall, that you have all the Marilyns in clear focus. When you fixate a point on the wall, you can’t see all the Marilyns, nor does it seem to you as if you can. You can see clearly what is right there at the
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center of your focus (the part of the wall corresponding to your foveal region). But the many Marilyns that are outside your focus do not seem to you to be present in sharp focus and high-resolution detail. True, they seem to be present, but not in the way that Mach’s picture would suggest they are present. But it is only this Machian seeing of all the Marilyns — having all the Marilyns in clear view at once — that is upset by the consideration that there is no detailed internal representation of all the Marilyns. Dennett’s claim — “It seems to you as if you are actually seeing hundreds of identical Marilyns” — is right only if we take it to mean, roughly, that one takes oneself, on the basis of vision, to have a sense of the presence of the wall as covered with Marilyns. The crux is this: the skeptical reasoning relies on a bad inference from the character of a single visual fixation to the character of seeing itself. From the fact that, when I stare at a point on the wall, I can’t see colors in the periphery, it doesn’t follow that there are no colors in the periphery of the visual field. For my visual field — my visual world — is not the field available to the fixed gaze. The visual field, rather, is built up by looking around. We look here, then there, and in this way we gain access to the world and our experience acquires
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that world as content. It is no part of our phenomenological commitments that we take ourselves to have all that detail at hand in a single fixation. The skeptical argument seems to turn on attributing to us, as lay perceiver’s, something very much like Mach’s snapshot conception of experience. According to this conception, visual experiences are like snapshots that represent the scene in high-resolution focus and sharp detail. The skeptic then points out, convincingly, that our experience is not like a snapshot — there’s a blind spot, bad parafoveal vision, etc — and he or she concludes that we are victims of an illusion about the character of our own consciousness. But the mistake in question — the snapshot conception of experience, Mach’s picture — is not one to which lay perceivers themselves are committed. Perhaps it is an idea about perception that psychologists or philosophers find natural. Perhaps it is way of describing experience that many ordinary perceivers would be inclined to assent to if they were asked appropriately leading questions. But this is compatible with its being the case that we do not really take our experience to be this way. Exactly similar remarks can be made about change blindness. It just is not the case that we, normal
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perceivers, “believe we see a complete, dynamic picture of a stable, uniformly detailed and colorful world,” as Blackmore has suggested (see the quotation above).32 Of course it does seem to us as if we have perceptual access to a world that is richly detailed, complete and gap-free. And indeed we do! We take ourselves to be confronted with and embedded in a high-resolution environment. We take ourselves to have access to that detail, not all at once, but thanks to movements of our eyes and head and shifts of attention.33 Consider a question posed by Rensink (2000: 28): “Why do we feel that somewhere in our brain is a complete, coherent representation of the entire scene?” But this question rests on a false presupposition. It does not seem to us as if somewhere in our brain there is a complete, coherent representation of the scene. Perceptual experience is directed to the world, not to the brain. If I am right that perceivers are not committed to the idea that they have detailed pictures in the head when they see (the snapshot conception), then how can we explain the fact that perceivers are surprised by the results of change blindness? Does not the surprise itself register our commitment to the problematic, snapshot conception of
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experience? This objection has been raised by Dennett (Dennett, 2001, 2002): why do normal perceivers express such surprise when their attention is drawn to [the relevant facts about their perceptual limitations]. Surprise is a wonderful dependent variable, and should be used more often in experiments; it is easy to measure and is a telling betrayal of the subject's having expected something else. These expectations are, indeed, an overshooting of the proper expectations of a normally embedded perceiver-agent; people shouldn't have these expectations, but they do. People are shocked, incredulous, dismayed; they often laugh and shriek when I demonstrate the effects to them for the first time. These behavioral responses are themselves data in good standing, and in need of an explanation. This is an important objection, but one that is easy to answer. The astonishment people experience when confronted with the facts of change blindness and inattentional blindness does indeed demonstrate that their beliefs are upset by these demonstrations.34 But one need not attribute to them (to us) a commitment to the snapshot conception. The surprise is explained simply by supposing that we tend to think we are better at noticing changes than in fact we
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are, or that we are much less vulnerable to the effects of distracted attention than we in fact are. This is a plausible explanation of the surprise we feel when confronted with the results, and one that does not foist on us the ideology of the snapshot conception. Surprise requires explanation, but so does the lack of surprise. Notice that we are not surprised or in any way taken aback by our need, in the course of daily living, to move eyes and head to get better glimpses of what is around us. We peer, squint, lean forward, adjust lighting, put on glasses, and we do so automatically. The fact that we are not surprised by our lack of immediate possession of detailed information about the environment shows that we don’t take ourselves to have all that information in consciousness all at once. If we were committed to the snapshot conception, wouldn’t we be surprised by the need continuously to redirect our attention to the environment to inform ourselves about what is there? Finally, it is worth noting that artists, magicians, stage designers and cinematographers — people who live by the maxim that the hand is quicker than the eye — would not be surprised by the change blindness results. Why should they be? Our perceptual access to the world is robust, but fallible and vulnerable. How could one really think
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otherwise? An artist friend of mine, working on a portrait series, asked me to sit for him. I was struck by the frenzy of his looking-activity. The rendering proceeded by means of an uninterrupted pattern of looking back and forth from me to the canvas and then back again. The detail wasn’t in his memory, or in his internal representations. It was to be found in his subject (in me). Let us summarize what we have found so far. First, the new skepticism is right about some things. For example, it is right that experience does not conform to the snapshot conception. And so it is right that vision science should not concern itself with how the brain produces experiences thought of like that. But the new skepticism seems to rest on a substantially false characterization of what perceptual experience actually seems to us — that is, to lay perceivers — to be like. In particular, it attributes to us something like the snapshot conception. The skepticism can be resisted if we recognize that we are not committed to the snapshot conception. We don’t take ourselves to experience all environmental detail in consciousness all at once. Rather, we take ourselves to be situated in an environment to have access to environmental detail as needed by turns of the eyes and head and repositioning of the body.
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2.5 The problem of perceptual presence. We are not done yet. We must not be too quick in dismissing the hypothesis that the visual world is a grand illusion. One of the results of change blindness is that we only see, we only experience, that to which we attend. But surely it is a basic fact of our phenomenology that we enjoy a perceptual awareness of at least some unattended features of the scene. So, for example, I may look at you, attending only to you. But I also have a sense of the presence of the wall behind you in the background, of its color, of its distance from you. It certainly seems this way. If we are not to fall back into the grip of the new skepticism, we must explain how it is we can enjoy perceptual experience of unattended features of a scene. Let us call this the problem of perceptual presence. More generally, we can ask: in what does our sense of the presence of the detailed environment consist, if not in the fact that we see it? How can it seem to us as if the world is present to us visually in all its detail without its seeming to us as if we see all that detail? The problem of perceptual presence forces us to confront the grand illusion puzzle again. But this version of the puzzle is stronger, for it does not rely on the
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misattribution to us of the phenomenologically inadequate snapshot conception of experience. All that it requires is that we acknowledge that we are perceptually aware, sometimes, of unattended detail. And who could deny that? To begin to see our way clear to a solution of the problem of perceptual presence, consider as an example a perceptual experience such as that you might enjoy if you were to hold a bottle in your hands with eyes closed.35 You have a sense of the presence of a whole bottle, even though you only make contact with the bottle at a few isolated points. Can we explain how your experience in this way outstrips what is actually given, or must we concede that your sense of the bottle as a whole is a kind of confabulation? Or consider a different case: there is a cat sitting motionless on the far side of a picket fence. You have a sense of the presence of a cat even though, strictly speaking, you only see those parts of the cat that show through the fence. How is it that we can in this way enjoy a perceptual experience as of the whole cat? These are instances of the problem of perceptual presence. We have a sense of the presence of that which, strictly speaking, we do not perceive.
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One way we might try to explain this phenomenon by observing that to experience the cat or the bottle as voluminous wholes requires that you draw on your knowledge of what bottles are, or what cats are. You bring to bear your conceptual skills. This is doubtless right. To experience the cat as a cat, or as a whole, is to experience what you see as falling under concepts. But this can’t be the whole story. For what we want is an account not of our thought or judgment or belief that (say) there is a whole bottle there, or a whole cat there. What we want is an account of our perceptual sense of their presence. Crucially – and this is a phenomenological point – the cat and the bottle seem present as wholes, perceptually. The strictly unseen environmental detail seems perceptually present even though we do not see it all at once. We do not merely think that these features are present. Indeed, this sense of perceptual presence does not depend on the availability of the corresponding belief. This last point is illustrated by a consideration of Figure 2.7, an illustration of Kanizsa’s. We naturally perceive this figure as the depiction of a rectangle partially occluding four disks. We don’t merely think the presence of the occluded bits: after all, they are, evidently, not present, they are blocked from view (or
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rather, not drawn); it looks as if they are blocked from view. We experience the presence of the occluded bits even as we experience, plainly, their absence. They are present as absent.36 — Importantly, our sense of the perceptual presence of the disks is not significantly altered by the explicit recognition that there are not really occluded bits present.



[Figure 2.7 about here]



This phenomenon is an example of what psychologists call amodal perception. We experience the occluded portions of the disks in the Kanizsa figure as amodally present in perception. They are perceptually present without being actually seen. It is a kind of seeing without seeing. These phenomena – perceptual presence, amodal seeing – are very widespread in perception. As examples we can count the phenomena we’ve already mentioned – the experience of environment as detailed despite the fact that we don’t actually attend to or notice all the detail, the experience of the cat behind the fence as a voluminous whole, the experience of the bottle as whole, despite the fact that we only touch parts of it – but there are many other instances of the phenomenon, e.g. the visual experience of
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voluminousness, as, for example, when you experience a tomato as three-dimensional and round, even though you only see its facing side, or the experience of a chair as whole and intact, even though it is partially blocked from view by the table. Another example is color constancy; we experience the wall as a uniform shade despite the fact that it is visibly different with respect to color in different places, depending on illumination. (I discuss this further in Chapter Four.) To get clear about the problem of perceptual presence, then, is not only to get clear about the grand illusion problem posed by the new skepticism, it is also to get clear about a broad range of central perceptual phenomena. Traditional orthodoxy addresses the problem of perceptual presence by supposing that we build up an internal model corresponding (say) to experienced detail. This sort of approach faces obstacles that we have already considered. For example, work on change blindness calls into question whether in perception we make use of such detailed internal models. But there are more fundamental reasons to question the orthodox strategy. Why should the brain go to the trouble of producing a model of the bottle, when the bottle is right there to serve as a repository of information about
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itself? All the information about the bottle you need is available to you in the world — you need only move your hands to gather it. And so for the cat. Why should the brain need to represent the cat in all its detail, when all the information you need is available when you need it by eye and head movements? As noted above (in 2.3), this is a point that has been made by Dreyfus (1972/1992), Minksy (1985), Brooks (1991) and O’Regan (1992). I would like to suggest that the popularity of the orthodox strategy stems from the implicit assumption of the snapshot conception of experience. It is implicitly assumed, for example, that when we see, we represent the whole scene in consciousness all at once. I have urged us to admit that this assumption is wrongheaded, that it amounts to a distorting misdescription of our phenomenology. It does not seem to me as if every part of the cat is visible to me now, even though it does seem to me, now, as if I perceive a whole cat and as if the unperceived parts of the cat’s body are present. After all, I can see that the cat is partly hidden behind the fence! This is just the thing with amodal perception: one experiences the presence of that which one perceives to be out of view.
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This phenomenological admonishment is the key, I think, to the whole problem. If we get clearer about the phenomenology in the way I am suggesting, then we can see that our sense of the perceptual presence of the cat as a whole now does not require us to be committed to the idea that we represent the whole cat in consciousness at once. What it requires, rather, is that take ourselves to have access, now, to the whole cat. The cat, the tomato, the bottle, the detailed scene, are present perceptually in the sense that they are perceptually accessible to us. They are present to perception as accessible. They are, in this sense, virtually present. The ground of this accessibility is our possession of sensorimotor skills (O’Regan and Noë 2001a, b). In particular, the basis of perceptual presence is to be found in those skills whose possession is constitutive, in the ways I have been proposing, of sensory perception. My relation to the cat behind the fence is mediated by such facts as that, when I blink, I lose sight of it altogether, but when I move a few inches to the right, a part of its side that was previously hidden comes into view. My sense of the perceptual presence, now, of that which is now hidden behind a slat in the fence, consists in my
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expectation that by movements of the body I can produce the right sort of ‘new cat’ stimulation. In this way we can explain our sense of the perceptual presence of, say, the whole tomato. Our perceptual sense of the tomato’s wholeness — of its volume and backside, et cetera — consists in our implicit understanding (our expectation) that movements of our body to the left or right, say, will bring further bits of the tomato into view. Our relation to the unseen bits of the tomato is mediated by patterns of sensorimotor contingency. Exactly similar points can be made across the board for occlusion phenomena. In general, our sense of the perceptual presence of the detailed world does not consist in our representation of all the detail in consciousness now. Rather, it consists in our access now to all of the detail, and to our knowledge that we have this access. This knowledge takes the form of our comfortable mastery of the rules of sensorimotor dependence that mediate our relation to the cat and the bottle. My sense of the presence of the whole cat behind the fence consists precisely in my knowledge, my implicit understanding, that by a movement of the eye or the head or the body I can bring bits of the cat into view that are now hidden. — This is one of the central claims of the enactive
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or sensorimotor approach to perception (O’Regan and Noë 2001a, b). You also have a sense of the presence of the room next door, for example. But your sense of its presence is not a sense of its perceptual presence. It doesn’t seem to you now, for example, as if you see the space on the other side of the wall. This is explained by the fact that your relation to the room next door is not mediated by the kinds of patterns of sensorimotor dependence in the way that your relation to the tomato and the cat and the detailed environment is (O’Regan and Noë 2001a). For example, you can jump up and down, turn around, turn the lights on and off, blink, and so on, and it makes no difference whatsoever to your sense of the presence of the room next door. Can this be right? One problem is that even though you obviously do not visually experience the room next door, your relation to that room is no less mediated by patterns of sensorimotor dependence than is your relation to the back of the tomato, or to the cat behind the picket fence. Certainly, movements of your body in respect of the room next door are such as to be able to bring it into view. You just have to walk over there. The theory would seem, then, to have the unintended consequence that we do see the room
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next door. In this sense the theory is too strong. A second problem runs the other way; I have urged that you do have a sense of the perceptual presence of the occluded portions of the tomato, even though you don’t see them. Is the theory strong enough to explain this? In what sense is your relation to the hidden portion of the tomato visual? You wouldn’t see an ant crawling across it. The theory does have the resources to reply to these objections. To do so, we need to differentiate two different kinds of sensorimotor relation. Our sensory relation to the world varies along two dimensions. The relation is movement-dependent when the slightest movements of the body modulates sensory stimulation. But when you see an object, your relation to it is also object-dependent; that is, movements of the object produce sensory change. In general, when you see x, your relation to it is both movement- and object-dependent. (The object-dependence of sensory stimulation, we have noticed, plays an important role in explaining the ability to perceive change.) To perceive an object, in general, is to deploy sensorimotor skills of both sorts; perceivers are familiar not only with the sensory effects of movement, but also with the sensory effects produced by environmental changes.
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The bearing of this distinction on the first problem above is as follows: Your relation to the room next door is not perceptual, even though it is movement-dependent, because the relation is not object-dependent. Movements or changes in the room next door will not provoke (visual) sensory change. In addition, although your relation to the room next door is movement-dependent, it is less movementdependent than your relation to the tomato in front of you. Blinking affects your relation to the tomato in front of you, but not to the room room next door. As for the second problem – that we don’t really see the hidden parts of the tomato – consider that, not only is it the case that your relation to the tomato is highly movement-dependent, it is also object-dependent: if the far side of the tomato were to move, this would be likely to attract your attention. True, you don’t see an ant crawling across it. But this is exactly the consequence one wants: after all, in no sense is the ant perceptually present.37 In general, these considerations reveal that the difference between the sense of the perceptual presence of something strictly unseen (the back of the tomato), and the sense of the (nonperceptual) presence of an unseen item (the room next door) are matters of degree. I explore some implications of this fact in Chapter Six.
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2.6 Overintellectualizing the mind: a reply to Dreyfus The solution to the problem of perceptual presence turns on admitting not only that perception is constituted in part by the perceiver’s mastery of patterns of sensorimotor dependence, but by the fact that the perceiver’s knows that his or her relation to the environment is mediated by such knowledge. The need for this further knowledge is clear: How can you experience a strictly unseen bit of an occluded surface as perceptually present? Your sense of its presence cannot be explained simply by reference to the fact that you receive stimulation from it. Because, when it is occluded, you do not. Nor is your perceptual sense of the presence of the occluded surface explained by the mere fact that your relation to that surface is mediated by patterns of sensorimotor dependence. All that can explain your sense now of the perceptual presence of what is really unperceived is your grasp, now, that your relation to the occluded surface is mediated by the relevant sensorimotor contingencies. It is this knowledge that makes the potential effects of your movement relevant to what you now experience. Hubert Dreyfus, developing a Heideggerian position, has argued that the deployment of sensorimotor skills is a form
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of “skillful coping” that need not depend on any higherorder knowledge that one possesses the skills. This raises the question whether the enactive approach, as I have developed it here, threatens to overintellectualize the mind by supposing that the ground of our sensorimotor skill is intellectual knowledge about the character of one’s relation to the environment. Certainly one way to develop the account in this connection would be to bite the bullet and endorse a “higher order thought” approach. The relevant higher-order knowledge is knowledge that one stands to the environment in relations of sensorimotor dependence. I am inclined to respond in a different way, however. Although it is convenient to describe the relevant knowledge as knowledge that one has the relevant sensorimotor skill, it seems to be the case that the relevant knowledge is know-how; it is practical knowledge. To bring this out, consider that, as discussed above, perceivers continuously move about and modify their relation to the environment. They do this in order to get better vantage points and to bring themselves into contact with the relevant detail that is of interest. In this way they exhibit not merely skillful mastery of patterns of sensorimotor dependence, but a range of expectations about the effect of movements on their access
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that reflects the kind of “higher order” skill to which we have found it necessary to appeal. General perceptual readiness to gain access to the world is the practical expression of the kind of knowledge in question.38



2.7 Virtual content and the grand illusion The enactive approach to perception — with its emphasis on the centrality of our possession of sensorimotor skills — provides the basis for a satisfying reply to the what I have been calling the new skepticism, but only provided that we adopt a more plausible phenomenology of perceptual experience. On this more plausible account, it is not the case that we take ourselves, when we see, for example, to represent the whole scene in consciousness all at once. The enactive, sensorimotor approach offers an explanation of how it can be that we enjoy an experience of worldly detail which is not represented in our brains. The detail is present — the perceptual world is present — in the sense that we have a special kind of access to the detail, an access controlled by patterns of sensorimotor dependence with which we are familiar. We can epitomize this phenomenological insight as follows: the content of perceptual experience is virtual. This point goes beyond the proposal that the visual system
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utilizes virtual representations; the claim is that experiential content is itself virtual. According to the enactive approach, the far side of the tomato, the occluded portions of the cat, the unseen environmental detail are present to perception virtually in the sense that we experience their presence because of our skill-based access to them. Phenomenological reflection on the character of perceptual presence suggests that the features are present as available, rather than as represented. The world is within reach and is present only in so far as we know (or feel) that it is. Crucially, phenomenologically speaking, virtual presence is a kind of presence, not a kind of non-presence or illusory presence. We return to this theme in Chapters Four and Seven.



2.8 The blind spot revisited Perceptual experience has an ineliminable amodal element. I experience the world as present even when the detail is hidden from view. Just as I experience the threedimensionality of the tomato before me, so I experience the detail spread out before me. My experience of all that detail consists in my knowing that I have access to it all, and in the fact that I do in fact have this access. But
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this solution to the problem of perceptual presence — which is really the problem of perceptual content — depends on rethinking our perceptual phenomenology. In particular, we must clearly recognize that our experience, in whatever modality, is not Machian. With these points in mind, let us reconsider the blind spot again. Consider the demonstration in Figure 2.2 again. We agreed with Palmer that when the break in the line falls on the blind spot, the line comes to look unbroken. But now we need to be more attentive to the actual character of this visual phenomenon. Does it look unbroken in the modal sense, or in the amodal sense? Do you really experience an unbroken line? I think it is clear that the completion of the line is amodal. Run the demonstration again. Does it look to you as if you can see the unbroken space filled in? It does not. Rather, you simply don’t see (can’t see) the gap. We experience the space as filled in only in the sense that we experience the disks in the Kanizsa triangle (Figure 2.7) as completed behind the occluding triangle. In the Kanizsa figure case, of course, we are dealing with an illusion. In fact, there is no disk behind the triangle. The display is a line drawing. And so, in the filling in case, the line is, in fact, broken. My proposal — and here I am following Durgin, Tripathy and Levi (1995) — is that
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blind-spot filling in is a species of amodal completion. The blind spot functions as an occluder or blocker. Features that fall on the blind spot are blocked from view in just the way that objects that are blocked from view by a hand (say, as when you hold up your hand and block your view of part of a table). And just as we experience the world as present behind occluders, so we experience the world as present “behind” the blind spot. We can demonstrate this by considering the effect of shutting an eye and holding up your thumb so that it blocks your view of the break of the line in Figure 2.2. There is a sense in which the line looks complete again, only now the amodal character of its completion is evident. Crucially, this sense of the presence of that which is occluded by an object and that which is occluded by the blind spot can be explained in one and the same way: by our implicit understanding that by movements of the eye, or head, we can bring the hidden detail into view. We take it that our relation to the items that are now out of view is mediated by the very same patterns of sensorimotor dependence as are our relations to things which are in view. (In the present case, however, we are dealing with non-veridical perception.)
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From the standpoint of this enactive account, there is no need for a neural process of filling in to explain the percept because the experience acquires content thanks to our exercise of sensorimotor skills. It is important to underscore an aspect of this discovery which is almost always overlooked. Psychologists dazzle their students with remarks, like those of Palmer, to the effect that we experience the region as filled in. What is controversial is whether, to explain the percept, we need to suppose a neural process of filling in. The personal level fact — that we experience a region in which there is no discontinuity — is taken as settled.39 The controversy is thought to pertain only to the subpersonal level (i.e to the question of what neural processes give rise to the personal-level perceptual content)? I now want to propose that there is a sense in which it is wrong to say that it looks as if (say) the line is unbroken.40 It is wrong to say this in just the same way it would be wrong to say that we really see completed portions of the disk, in the Kanizsa triangle, or that we see the hidden portions of the cat behind the fence. There is all the difference in the world between seeing a cat behind a fence and seeing a cat that isn’t partially obstructed by a fence. And there’s all the difference in the world —
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phenomenologically I mean — between seeing an unbroken line, and seeing a broken line whose break is made to fall on the blind spot. In the latter case, it does look like an unbroken line but only in the sense that the break is hidden from view, by the blind spot, and one expects that were one to move one’s eyes to the right one would encounter no discontinuity. It turns out psychologists frequently misdescribe the illusory percepts they investigate. Consider the Kansiza figure again. Part of what makes this figure interesting is that it exhibits not only amodal completion, but also a type of modal completion. In particular, it exemplifies the phenomenon of illusory contours. The lines of the uppermost triangle are illusory contours that are, as psychologists say, induced by the cuts in the “pacmen” at the vertices. Now, there is no question that we see contours where, in fact, there are none. The illusion is robust. But notice that there is a striking difference between the experience of a triangle whose boundary is illusory, and one whose boundary is real (either because it is actually drawn in, or because there is a genuine luminance contrast). Compare Figure 2.7 with two images in Figure 2.8. Illusory contours look like contours, but genuine contours don’t look like illusory contours.
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[Figure 2.8 about here]



Considerations of this sort indicate that we need to be much more careful when describing illusory percepts in the terms used to describe their non-illusory counterparts. In particular, it shows that we cannot, without further ado, draw conclusions about normal perception from our analysis of illusory cases.41 We need to pay greater attention to the phenomenology of our experiences.



2.9 The visual field The proposed solution to the problem of perceptual presence is meant to show how it can be that we enjoy perceptual experiences which represent the world in detail, without supposing that visual experiences represent the way pictures do. Andreas Gursky’s famous photo of the interior of a Los Angeles 99 Cents Shop calls this to mind. Part of the magic of Gursky’s piece is that it presents a “view” on the shop which is utterly contrived. We never experience so much detail, not all at once like that, as if in a picture. There are other important aspects of experience that are non-pictorial. For example, the visual field is unbounded; there is a sense in which there is no limit to
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it. This can be explained on the enactive account. The unboundedness of the visual field consists in the fact that we have, and we know we have, easy access to what is now further over to the right, or left, or up, or down, et cetera. The unboundedness of the field consists in the unboundedness of our sensorimotor capacities. Or consider your experience, for example, of a gaggle of geese flying over head. Do you experience them all? In a sense, yes. You see the gaggle. Suppose there were forty birds flying by. That’s the number of birds you experienced. But you did not experience them as forty. Your experience would not have been any different had there been 39 birds, or 41. This is brought out by Figure 2.9 below:



[Figure 2.9 about here]



The figure on the left has 23 1s, the figure on the right 24. But this difference is not visible. Visual experience is not that sharply resolved. Mach’s drawing distorts this sort of characteristic indeterminacy. Wittgenstein once believed that this sort of difference showed that that physical language — used to describe the world of physical things — and phenomenological language — used to describe experience — are incommensurable. A
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thousand-sided closed plane figure is not a circle in physical space (or in geometrical space), but in visual space (and visual geometry) it is. Wittgenstein thought that Mach’s picture illustrated what happens when one uses a pictorial method to try to depict, not the physical, but the experiential. At best, one depicts the physical. Crucially, the vagueness in the picture (at the periphery say) is nothing like the vagueness that characterizes the periphery of the field when we are staring straight ahead. Wittgenstein was certainly right about one thing. As we have seen, we lack skill in carefully describing what we see. We too readily describe the world we see, rather than the world as seen. This is sloppy, and it leads us to neglect, among other things, the differences between amodal and modal seeing, or the differences between veridical perceptual experiences and their nonveridical counterparts. There is another sense, however, in which our failure to attend to the seeing as such can be a source of insight. The reason we don’t experience things as vague, even though our visual field is indeterminate at the edges (as it were), is that, in an important sense, we don’t experience our visual fields. We experience the world. The limitations of Mach’s picture bring this out: it attempts to depict the
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visual field but ends up depicting the room as seen from a particular vantage. In this indirect way, Mach’s picture reveals what is sometimes referred to as the transparency of perceptual experience. It is as if experience itself is transparent.42 When we try to describe it, we see through it, as it were, to the world. This is at once an important fact about visual phenomenology, and also an obstacle to phenomenology, at least construed in a particular way. The important fact is that perceptual experience — when we adapt a “natural attitude” and take our experience at face value — presents itself to us as a mode of awareness of the world. The obstacle to phenomenology is that the transparency of experience makes it seem puzzling how we can ever make experience itself the object of our inquiry. This is an important point and we will come back to it later in the book. The transparency of experience is not an obstacle to phenomenology properly conceived. But it does show that we misconceive phenomenology if we think of it as concerned with the structure of the visual field. We experience the world as unbounded and densely detailed because we do not inhabit a domain of visual snapshot-like fixations. When we hold our gaze fixed in
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that way, we do not look around, and in so far as we do not look around, we do not see. Vision is active; it active exploration of the world.



2.10 Active Perception When we see, we do not represent the whole scene in consciousness all at once. Visual experiences do not present the scene in the way that a photograph does. In fact, seeing is much more like touching than it is like depicting. Consider the bottle again, which you touch with eyes closed. The bottle is there in your hands. By moving your hands, by palpation, you encounter its shape. The bottle as a whole is present to you, not because you now represent it in the sense of having an internal model of it, but in the sense that you now understand the way in which it structures and controls your movements, and so your sensory stimulation. The content of your tactual experience is enacted by your exploratory hand movements. You perceive the bottle tactually by means of a temporally extended process of directed finger and hand movements. Vision acquires content, in exactly this way. You aren’t given the visual world all at once. You are in the world, and through skillful visual probing — what MerleauPonty called “palpation with the eyes” — you bring yourself
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into contact with it. You discern its structure and so, in that sense, represent it. Vision is touch-like. Like touch, vision is active. You perceive the scene not all at once, in a flash. You move your eyes around the scene the way you move your hands about the bottle. As in touch, the content of visual experience is not given all at once. We gain content by looking around just as we gain tactile content by moving our hands. You enact your perceptual content, through skillful looking activity.
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Chapter Two Endnotes



1



Wittgenstein discusses Mach’s illustration (Figure 2.1) in



his Philosophical Remarks (1930/1975, p. 267). According to Wittgenstein, Mach’s drawing reveals a confusion of phenomenological (or visual) and physical modes of representation. Mach attempts to depict his experience, but he ends up depicting his room as perceived from a certain vantage point. Wittgenstein concluded that it is not possible to make a picture of the visual field. – It would be a worthwhile exercise to study the different ways in which Mach’s picture is unsatisfactory as a characterization of what the seeing of the room is like. One obvious problem, noted by Wittgenstein, is that the indeterminacy of the periphery of the visual field is depicted, in Mach’s picture, by a fading-to-white. 2



See Murakami and Cavanagh 2001 and Bridgeman, van der



Hejiden, and Velichkovsky 1994, for detailed discussion of this phenomenon. 3



See the introduction to Noë and Thompson 2002 for more on



the “orthodox conception” in the theory of vision. 4



Strictly speaking, we need to distinguish the idea that



vision is a process whereby a gap-free picture is produced from the idea that vision is a process whereby a 145
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representation of the environment is produced. Importantly, there are non-pictorial (digital, symbolic) kinds of representations. Marr thought vision begins with the retinal picture. He thought of the retinal picture as an array of intensities corresponding to points of light. Although Marr believed that vision is in this way a process whereby a discontinuous picture was transformed into a detailed representation of the environment, he did not think that this resulting higher-level representation was itself pictorial; rather he thought it would be symbolic. – In the text, I cast the filling-in argument as an argument for a process whereby a picture in the head is produced. Certainly, if we make the assumption that the higher-level representation of what is perceived is non-pictorial (if it is symbolic, or digital), then it is becomes less clear why there should be need of filling in. The “filling in” metaphor seems to presuppose that you have a continuous, picture-like representation with a gap that needs filling in. This is not logically required, however; there could be a symbolic version of the filling-in problem. 5



Lindberg 1976 notes that although Leonardo in several



places compares the eye to a camera obscura, he in no place compares the retina to a screen onto which images are 146
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projected (164). Leonardo did, however, feel it was necessary to postulate an optical process whereby inverted retinal projections were reinverted. This suggests that he at least tacitly assumed that the spatial properties of the retinal picture determine the spatial properties of the perceived world. For a related discussion, see Hyman 1989: 149. 6



This may have been the first time in history than anyone



actually saw a retinal picture. 7



In what follows, I rely on Lindberg 1976, Hyman 1989, and



on presentations made by A. I. Sabra in his seminar on the history of theories of vision at Harvard University (19931994). 8



See Lindberg (1976: 11-17) for more on Euclid’s and



Ptolemy’s views including detailed bibliographic references. Euclid’s theory of vision is laid out in his Optica. Ptolemy’s own ideas are laid out in a work of the same name. 9



10



Lindberg (1976: 11-17) makes this claim. The most important texts on vision in Aristotle De Senus



2 and 3, and De Anima II.7; II.12.
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Al-Kindi’s theory of vision is laid out in his De



Aspectibus (published in Björnbo, Anthon and Vogl 1912). It is described in detail in Lindberg 1976: 18-32. 12



Alhazen was prolific. For a detailed description of the



extant works on optics, see Lindberg 1976 and Sabra 1989. 13



According to Alhazen, objects reflect light in every



direction, and every point on the surface of the eye receives light from every point in space. Each point on the eye, then, at least in a mathematical sense, is the image every point in the environment. Alhazen then proposed that the only images that play a role in generating perception are those produced by rays of light striking the surface of the eye at a 90 degree angle. See Sabra 1989 and Lindberg for a detailed introduction to these ideas. 14



This solution to the problem raises a problem of its own,



however. Whatever the angle from which one sees the plate, one can see that the plate is round. Only in exceptional circumstances would one say it looks elliptical. How can the theory of Alhazen (or indeed that of Kepler) account for perceptual constancy? I return to this topic in Chapters Three and Five. 15



For a survey of Kepler’s work on vision, see Lindberg



1976: 178-208. 148
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Kepler left no drawing to illustrate his conception, as



noted by Lindberg 1976: 200. 17



Kepler wrote: “Indeed, I tortured myself for a long time



in order to show that the cones intersecting when they pass through the aperture of the uvea intersect again behind the crystalline humour in the middle of the vitreous humour, so that another inversion is produced before they reach the retina”. See Kepler 185. (This is cited in Hyman 1989.) The Aristotelians, it should be mentioned, were also puzzled by the question of how we have one visual impression despite the fact that we have two eyes. 18



This image is taken from Wade (1998: 323). For



references, see Wade 1998 and Lindberg 1976. 19



Descartes wrote: “I would have you consider light as



nothing else, in bodies that we call luminous, than a certain movement or action, very rapid and very lively, which passes toward our eyes through the medium of the air and other transparent bodies, in the same manner that the movement or resistance of the bodies that this blind man encounters is transmitted to his hand through the medium of his stick” (Descartes 1637/1965: 67). This passage illustrates that Descartes’s account is more thouroughgoingly mechanistic than Kepler’s. For this 149
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reason, a case can be made for regarding Descartes and not Kepler as the founder of the modern (as opposed to medieval) study of vision. John Hyman (1989) has developed this idea. It’s worth keeping in mind, however, that Descartes’ account of perception relies rather heavily on a non-mechastic theory of sensation, images and judgment. See, for example, Descartes 1641/1988: 294 (“The Sixth Set of Objections”). 20



The problematic homunculus reasoning does not depend the



appeal to pictures. The same problem could be raised about any kind of internal representation (whether pictorial or not). Descartes’ point, in such a context, would be that internal representations cannot play a causal role in vision qua representations with intentional content, for that would presuppos an agent inside the head (as it were) who can understand them. It’s worth noting that many cognitive scientists believe that the appeal to internal homunculi can be “discharged” by means of functional analysis in the case of non-pictorial representations. 21



Whether there is evidence supporting filling in is a



tricky question. In part this is because it is difficult to disentangle the problematic filling-in reasoning (“there must be filling in”) from less freighted experimental work. 150
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Having said this, there is some striking evidence in favor of filling-in. I mention only three bits of evidence here. (1) Murakami (1995) has shown that there is intraocular transfer of motion after effects from filled-in motion at the blind spot; (2) Paradiso and Nakayama (1991) showed masking can affect the temporal dynamics of filling in; (3) Shimojo et al (2001) have shown that there are after-images of illusory (filled in) surfaces. Each of these experiments can be interpreted to show not merely that subjects report a filled-in content (as it were) but that the filling-in process itself is critical. In this way these studies respond to Dennett’s challenge that



"The way to test my



hypothesis that the brain does not bother filling-in the 'evidence' for its conclusion is to see if there are any effects that depend on the brain's having represented the step, rather than just the conclusion... The detail would not just seem to be there; it would have to be there to explain some effect” (1993, p. 208). For a detailed discussion of these issues, see Pessoa, Thompson and Noë 1998. 22



This paragraph borrows from Noë, Pessoa and Thompson



2000.
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Bruce Bridgeman performs this experiment with his



students in Psychology 1 at UC Santa Cruz each year. Students laugh at the apparent blindness of the subjects. 24



O’Regan is now careful avoid this conclusion.



25



O’Regan, Rensink & Clark 1996, 1999; Rensink, O’Regan &



Clark 1997, 2000; Simons and Levin 1998. 26



See Simons, Chabris, Schnur, & Levin (2002); Angelone,



Levin, & Simons (2003); Levin, Simons, Angelone, & Chabris (2002); Mitroff, Simons, & Levin. (revision in review). 27



The term is due to Mack and Rock 1998. A detailed study



of the phenomenon is contained in their book. For further discussion, in connection with the themes of this chapter, see Noë and O’Regan [2000]. 28



As mentioned above, O’Regan no longer defends the grand



illusion hypothesis. See, for example, O’Regan and Noë 2001. 29



See Pessoa, Thompson and Noë (1998); Thompson, Noë and



Pessoa (1999); and Noë, Pessoa and Thompson (2000) for more on Dennett’s thought in this area. 30



As argued in Noë, Pessoa and Thompson 2000 and in Noë



2002.
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See Thompson, Pessoa and Noë 1999 for further development



of this line of criticism. 32



Blackmore (2002) writes: “When we open our eyes and look



around it seems as though we are experiencing a rich and ever-changing picture of the world…”. This echoes her words from the 1995 paper cited above. However, she has moved much closer to my view. In the same paper (Blackmore 2002), Blackmore writes: “There is no stable, rich visual representation in our minds that could be the contents of the stream of consciousness…Yet it seems there is, doesn’t it? Well, does it?…I suggest we all need to look again — and look very hard, with persistence and practice.” This suggests she now believes that a more careful reflection on the character of our experience (phenomenology) does not support the claim that it seems to us as if all the detail is in consciousness. 33



For more on this line of criticism, see Noë, Pessoa and



Thompson 2000; Noë and O’Regan 2000; and O’Regan and Noë 2001; Noë 2002c; Noë forthcoming. 34



Levin (2002) has shown experimentally that perceivers are



consistently overconfident about the degree to which they will detect visual changes. He argues that this is evidence of “a deeper metacognitive error” which he and his 153
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colleagues call change blindness blindness or CBB (Levin, Momen, Drivdahl, & Simons 2000). CBB is a pervasive metacognitive error and one, he points out, with potentially great importance for matters of public policy (e.g. the assessment of eye witness reliability, the assessment of responsibility in traffic accidents, the design of human/machine interfaces, et cetera). Although Levin claims that the grand illusion is real, he is also careful to explain that people are not generally deluded about their visual experience. He certainly does not give evidence that normal perceivers are committed to anything like the Machian picture. 35



This example of the held bottle is first used by Mackay



1962, 1967, 1973. It has been used by O’Regan 1992; Clark 1997; in various of my writings. 36



See Thompson, Noë & Pessoa 1999 for more on this



distinction. 37



I depend here on the line of argument developed in



O’Regan and Noë (2001), Noë and O’Regan (2000), O’Regan, Myin and Noë, in press a, b, c. In these papers, however, we contrast the corporality of sensorimotor dependences with their alerting capacity. Corporality refers precisely to what I, in the text, call movement-dependence. However, 154
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‘alerting capacity’ does not refer to object-dependence (that is, to the way object movement produces sensory change), but rather to the way ‘incoming sensory stimulation peremptorily influences attention’. O’Regan, to whom this idea is due, has proposed that we can construct a “phenomenal plot,” in which all qualia can be plotted in Cartesian coordinates, where the abscissa is degree of corporality and the ordinate is degree of alerting capacity. See



O’Regan, Myin and Noë a, b, c. We have



sought to develop these ideas in the cited papers with, to date, somewhat limited success. 38



It is worth revisiting a point mentioned in a footnote in



Chapter One. Nothing in the argument of this passage presupposes any particular analysis of the relation between practical and propositional knowledge. 39



Pessoa, Thompson and Noë (1998) and Thompson, Noë and



Pessoa (1999) also took for granted that it is correct to say, at the personal level, that we experience a filled-in percept in the sense that we take ourselves to have the experience that we would have if the line were gap-free even though it is not. 40



This mistake comes out clearly in Palmer’s attempt (1999:



617) graphically to represent the experience of a filled-in 155
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line in the same way as he represents the experience of an unbroken line. In general, from the fact that it looks as if the line is unbroken (when the break in the line falls on the blind spot), it does not follow that the perceptual experience as of a broken line whose break falls on the blind spot and an unbroken line are identical. 41



Two other examples: (1) Shimojo has recently demonstrated



that you will experience a single flash of light as a double flash, if, when the flash occurs, there is a double click. The sound induces a visual illusion. As Shimojo recognizes (in personal communnication), although it is true that the double click produces the illusion of a double flash; the illusory double flash doesn’t look the same as an actual double flash. (2) When discrepant images are projected independently to each eye, subjects experience so-called “binocular rivalry.” This phenomenon is usually described as, for example, the experience of the alternation of the two images. As in the other cases we have considered, however, the experience of the alternation of the two images is not identical, qualitatively, to the experience of the corresponding alternation of distal stimuli (except perhaps in unusual circumstances). There are other differences as well. In binocular rivalry there
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is the sense that the alternation is endogenously produced. In addition, instead of experiencing a simple alternation, subjects usually experience a complex series of variations where the two images form extremes. 42



Grice spoke of the diaphonous quality of perceptual



experience. As Grice writes: “…such experiences…as seeing and feeling seem to be, as it were, diaphanous: if we were asked to pay close attention, on a given occasion, to our seeing or feeling as distinct from what was being seen or felt, we should not know how to proceed; and the attempt to describe the differences between seeing and feeling seems to dissolve into a description of what we see and what we feel” (1962, p.l44). Transparency has been much discussed in recent philosophical writing about experience. Recently several writers, Harman, Tye and Dretske foremost among them, have defended representationalism, that is, the view that the qualitative character of experience is exhausted by its representational content. For representationalists, it is important that a description of the experience is, of necessity, a description of what the experience represents. See Stoljar (forthcoming) for an excellent critical discussion and survey of ideas about the transparency of
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experience. See also Harman 1990; Dretske 1995; Tye 2000: ch. 3; Martin 2002.
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